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Games Of Glory is a Free to Play MOBA with Shooter mechanics and RTS [Real Time
Strategy] gameplay, Game set in a sci-fi universe.

Games of Glory is a MOBA-crossover, it borrows its fundamentals from MOBAs and integrates
the faster action controls and the flexibility in weapons choice of shooters, the persistent
universe and social aspects are inspired by MMOs, and the opportunities for clone
customization are drawn from Hack & Slash games.

Games of Glory offers distinctive multiplayer online gameplay that features the battle arena
game style while implementing the action, equipment, perks, and skill-based gameplay of
popular Shooter titles. Players must work together with their respective teams to conquer their
opponents through a variety game modes with objectives such as destroying their rival's bases
or annihilate key players. In Games of Glory, players cannot take a single victory or defeat for
granted as each battle will affect the outcome of this living, persistent-universe.
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Set in a sci-fi universe, the Kshantis, a race of highly evolved beings, hold an iron grip on the
galaxy. With various groups battling with one another for dominance and to usurp the throne,
the leader of the Kshantis, the Synarch, created the Games of Glory in order to subside the
conflict and turn opposing groups aggression towards one another. Players battle with one
another for the sake of their factions honor and to turn the tides of galactic civil unrest in their
favor. Will you take a stand against the almighty Synarch and fight to change the fate of the
universe? Prepare to lay your honor on the line as you enter the arena in Games of Glory.
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